Composition
There are umpteen rules or standards or conventions (I was 'told off' for using the term 'rules'
recently) relating to composition. I have added a few pages later in the guide but for the moment
we shall look at the most common and possibly most logical in order to attempt to remain more
fluid.
I shall also concentrate on sticking with the rules before moving on to why and when to break them.
Some cameras will automatically give you a grid such as the one below, either electronically or via
a 'focus screen', else you can simply imagine it. Two vertical lines divide the horizontal aspect into
thirds, whilst two horizontal lines do the same with the vertical aspect.

It is generally accepted that an image's main subject of interest should be place on either 'a third' –
ie a dividing line in order to produce a stronger composition.
The area of intersection of a horizontal line with a vertical line is known as the 'double thirds' and
is deemed the very best position to place a subject for maximum impact.
Unfortunately digital photography has a lot to answer for in terms of general in-camera competence
as it is all too easy to crop our images in post-production.
However if we consider ourselves photographers or wish to become such, then perhaps we should
try and get the basic composition correct or close to it at the time of taking the image, leaving
manipulation for things that cannot be achieved in camera.
The points where the horizontal and vertical division lines intersect are referred to as 'Double
Thirds' and it is considered that an image where the subject is positioned here will have the best
composition and as such strongest impact.
You will almost certainly find that following this guideline will generally improve your image
composition but there will be times when you do wish to modify or even ignore completely.

Poor composition
Sometimes we know something is wrong with an image but not necessarily why. Understanding
and implementing the simple rules of composition is perhaps one of the simpler examples.
Consider the two images below showing a Peregrine Falcon composed broadly on the magical
double-thirds.

However, the left hand image does not look quite right compared with the image on the right.
This is due to the fact that the subject is facing to the image left, so there is clearly more space
'behind' it then in front so it is actually composed on the wrong third.
Look at the right-hand image and how much more natural it's composition seems as it has space to
look into.
This logic is further extended with images where the subject is moving

In this image of a Harris Hawk, the subject's
head is positioned broadly on the 'doublethirds' BUT again it is on the wrong one.
There is now more room behind the subject
than in front thus giving the poor Hawk no
space to fly into.

Compositional Standards
Central Subjects
It is generally accepted that subjects facing camera can be centrally positioned, the Barn Owl below
is composed on the upper horizontal third but aligned centrally vertically.

Off-Centre Subjects
When a subject is not 'face-on' to camera it is
more natural to compose in order to maintain
more space in front of the subject than behind.
This is referred to as 'talk space' in the case of
static subjects.
So, as our subject is facing to the right the most
natural placement is on the vertical left third.

'

The image does have less headroom than if
placed on the horizontal third due to my
personal preference. (see Eagle Owl image in
'bending the rules')
In the case of moving subjects, the logic extends
further as a correctly positioned subject has
somewhere to move into.
This is the normal way of composing a moving
image but there are times when you may wish to
compose alternately for effect.
The Kestrel (left) is composed marginally in
front of the left vertical, again purely for
personal preference, or more to the point “it's
close enough”.

However, if it had been more centrally aligned then that would not have worked for me and is a
major reason for NOT using your camera's centre focus point (page 41)

Here, the image was not deliberately
composed with 'r-o-t' in mind.
Our model is almost face-on to
camera so a more centralised
position is acceptable. However the
slight rotation of the head on the Z
axis suggests we should have the
“talk-space” to the right hand side.
Also, as it happens, her right eye is
almost positioned on the doublethirds.

Lindisfarne Castle shown here is
not really on the thirds as the
image did not require more sky
above.
The image does possibly have
“lead-in” lines and may even
subscribe to “The Golden Spiral”
which is covered later.
It did surprise me to see that I had
subconsciously placed the cliched
red-jacketed subject virtually on a
third .

Like many aspects of photography, this all may initially appear a tad confusing or a lot to remember
but you really will do all of this automatically with just a little practice.

Bending the rules
If the rule of thirds was followed precisely for the image to the
left, then the subject would have been framed within an area the
size of both the image and the greyed-area.

Inclusion of this additional area above the subject would create
too much 'head-room' ie. too much wasted space above the
head.
Excess head-room is just one of my personal gripes with any
subject matter and even moreso with portraits and weddings.
I normally attribute this issue to the photographers lack of
knowledge regards composition and/or inability to properly
utilise their camera's focus points.

The diving Peregrine to the right is obviously and blatantly
defying not only the land-speed record but also the rule of thirds.
However my concept here was to try and suggest movement at
speed and, to my reckoning at least, it achieves such.

